The study investigates the proposed approach for behavior modeling on the base of Bayesian belief networks that allows predicting behavior characteristics using small and incomplete data from surveys about behavior episodes. We explored the prediction quality of the models in case of rare behavior. The test dataset was automatically generated and included 24465 cases. During the experiment, we considered cases with different rates to compare prediction quality. Our findings suggest that the model had a good prediction quality especially for rare and frequent behaviors (about 92% accuracy) and lower measures for medium-rate behaviors (about 86% accuracy).
Introduction
Knowing behavioral characteristics allows you to make informed decisions, make predictions, plan costs, and monitor changes [3, 10] . One example is the modeling of risk behavior and the behavior parameter estimates including the assessment of the prevention program effectiveness [4] . The task of risk assessment in the areas of public health, epidemiology, cybersecurity includes numerical estimates of the behavior parameters [19] . For example, the feeding behavior of pregnant women can influence the development of the fetus [7] . When observing pregnancy, a specialist may require a quick assessment of the frequency of use of certain foods in order to appoint additional examinations or give dietary recommendations. An important feature in this case is the difficulty of recalling everyday actions [6] .
Other examples of risk-taking behavior include the use of alcohol and other drugs (including injection drug use), unprotected sex with a random partner [19] . This behavior is an important object of study in the fields of epidemiology and public health, because it is associated with increased risks of mortality and disability and leads to the spread of diseases. A special feature is the individual's desire to give a socially expected answer to questions about this behavior [2] .
To make predictions we have to combine expert knowledge and data from different sources (usually incomplete). Earlier studies proposed an approach for risky behavior modelling based on Bayesian belief network with data about several last behavior episodes [17] .
Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) is a type of probabilistic graphical models that represents a set of random variables and their conditional dependencies [8] . It consists of two components: structure and parameters. A network structure is presented in the form of a directed acyclic graph where nodes correspond to the random variables and directed edges represent dependencies among variables. Parameters are represented as a set of conditional probability distributions, one for each variable, characterizing the dependencies represented by the edges [1] .
The proposed model showed good prediction quality on the data about behavior on social networking site [16] , the data about the last episodes are able to describe the behavior. However, the proposed model can be good for estimating frequent behavior and fail for rare behaviors or vice versa still being good on average. The purpose of the paper is to compare the performance of the proposed model for different behavior rates to explore if there are any limitations for applying it in rare behaviors studies. The input data for the model [17] include the lengths of intervals between three last episodes of risky behavior and the lengths of minimum and maximum intervals between episodes during a given period of interest. The data about episodes in most applications is obtained from respondents self-reports [18] . In addition, the model includes the latent variable n that corresponds to the number of episodes during the period of interest and the behavior rate, that is the key variable, the one we want to estimate. We assume that for each respondent occurrence of episodes follows Poisson random process.
Adding data about minimum and maximum intervals decreases the influence of recent behavior represented by the last episodes. However, combining all the data about episodes leads to very complicated joint distribution [14] even in case of Poisson random process and requires much more calculation for behavior rate estimate. Any change or revision of the model, again, will require re-calculation of joint distribution.
On the contrary, Bayesian belief networks allow determining complex relationships in terms of simpler dependencies. Modelling risky behaviour as BBN gives a way to add all available data into the model as well as include expert assumptions about relationships between them and their distributions [8] . Figure 1 represented the structure of BBN model proposed in [17] .
The model structure is di-
t min , t max , λ, n} and λ is random variable for the behavior rate; t i are random variables for the lengths of the i-th last interval between episodes; t min and t max are random variables for the length of minimum and maximum intervals; n is random variable for the number of episodes during the period of interest.
Further studies [18] explored other structures including those that were data-based and used structure- Figure 2 ). In this structure the behavior rate is related to number of episodes and all other variables depended on the number of episodes only. This structure has simple interpretation because the number of episodes can be directly calculated on the base of the rate. The simplified model showed the good prediction quality compatible to the quality of initial model [15] , so we decided to include this structure to the experiments too.
For all further examples we discretized variables using the following intervals: The discretization breaks were chosen by experts. The general idea was to make smaller intervals for more frequent values and use more interpretable breaks. For example, λ ∈ [1; +∞) means that there was at least one behavior episode per day. Furthermore, interpretability becomes more important for variables corresponded to interval lengths: t 1 ∈ [14; 30) means that the last behavior episode was 2-4 weeks ago. The usage of weeks-months-year notation allows simplifying the questionnaire design for real-world applications. The study [15] showed that such kind of discretization worked better than equal-length intervals and was close in model performance metrics to quantile breaks those usually are unavailable for real data.
Methods

Dataset
Since collecting the real data about behavior episodes is extremely time-consuming especially for risky be-haviors, we explored the models using automatically generated dataset. The generation process assumes that the behaviour follows Poisson random process: the occurrence of the next episode is independent from the previous ones, length of interval between concurrent episodes follows exponential distribution. This assumption corresponds to the features of real-life risky behavior and it is widely used in previous studies [13] . The use of the automatically generated dataset provides an important advantage: we can compare the theoretical (the a priori given rate) and the estimated rate, while survey data usually do not have real rates or they are extremely biased [2] On the first step we generated 1000 values for behavior rate following Gamma distribution (shape θ = 1.1 scale k = 0.3). The choice of parameters value was aimed to get dataset that corresponded to real-life risky behavior where most of the respondents have less than one episode per day (96.7% of cases in our dataset) and on average an episode happens once in 34 days (mean rate value was 0.31).
Next step included generation of 25 respondents (sequences of behavior episodes) for each rate value for period of 365 days in total, that summed up to 25000 sequences of episodes. Then we calculated initial data for the model: lengths of minimum, maximum intervals between episodes and lengths of intervals between the last three episodes. After deletion of incomplete cases (e.g. cases with only one episode during 365 days) the final dataset included 24465 cases (or respondents).
To estimate prediction quality of the models we randomly select 10000 cases to the test dataset and do not use them in model learning.
Experiment design
We splitted the test dataset into three subsets: low rates (λ ∈ [0; 0.1)), high rates (λ ∈ [0.5; +∞)), and medium rates (λ ∈ [0.1; 0.5)). On each iteration we randomly selected 5000 cases from our train dataset (14465 cases). Then we learned the parameters of Bayesian belief network for both structures described in Section 2: 1) the initial model, 2) the simplified model with fewer links. Next, we tested our models on three subsets with different rates and estimated prediction quality (accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score). All measures were calculated according to multi-class classification metrics (average accuracy, macro precision, macro recall, macro F1 score) [12] , measures were averaged among subsets to take into account different number of classes in subsets. To eliminate the influence of particular training dataset we repeated the experiment 50 times. The calculations and statistical analysis were performed using R [9] ; in particular, for Bayesian network analysis we used bnlearn [11] and gRain [5] packages.
Results
The average accuracy through 50 iterations is shown on Figure 3 (the results on the whole test sample are in bold). The both models produced the highest accuracy measures for high-rate subsample, a bit lower results were in low-rate subsample while the middle part showed the worst results comparing to others. Note that the gap between medium-rate and low-and highrate subsamples was larger for the simplified model: the difference in average accuracy was about 10% between medium-rate and high-rate subsamples, while the same difference for the initial model was about 8%. In other words, the simplified model worked better for low-and high-rate behaviors but worse for mediumrate behavior compared to the model with initial structure. The medium-rate subsample also had lower F1 scores compared to low-and high-rate subsamples (Figure 4 ). harder to distinguish between intervals in the "middle part" of the value range. At the same time, the low-rate intervals are also very close to each other. To verify this suggestion we repeated the experiment with quantile breaks for discretization, i.e using more information about initial rates (that is unknown when we explore real survey data). The new experiment showed the same pattern, all measures were higher for extreme rates and lower for medium rates (see Figure 5 as example)
Conclusion
The current study continues exploring the behavior model on the base of Bayesian belief networks that allows processing incomplete data about behavior episodes and predicting behavior characteristics.
Our initial suggestion that the model can fail for es- Figure 5 : Average accuracy for model with quantile discretization timating rare behaviors was not confirmed in the experiment. Moreover, low-rate subsample had significantly higher results comparing to medium-rate one. The only limitation of estimating rare behaviors is extremely rare behavior: if there was only one episode during the period of interest the model does not have enough data to make prediction.
The model was trained on the dataset that followed a set of assumptions including the distribution of rates in population and better discretization intervals. If we explore more frequent behavior, using new training dataset for learning model parameters allows accounting for behavior characteristics. Additional knowledge about distributions, theoretical assumptions about behavior can lead to higher prediction quality.
In general, proposed model showed high prediction quality and has a great potential for analyzing real-life behavior problems.
